
When I was a young child, I stopped wetting at night just before I started school. I was very pleased 
with myself as were my parents. The end of diapers was hailed as a success and I was now just like 
my friends who as far as I knew at the time, were dry at night. Some years later I found that one of 
my friends who mysteriously never slept over was wetting her bed until she was fifteen. But we 
were all enjoying our blissful ignorance of what might go on behind closed doors. No one wore 
diapers as far as we were concerned. We were all ‘big kids’. 

Moving forward to when I was thirteen, I was invited to a weekend sleepover with my friends, a few 
of whom share names from my first novel! My other friend came up with yet another reason not to 
attend and though a few years later I found out why. She still wore diapers to bed. 

Kelly (not her real name obviously!) had invited us all over, six of us if I remember, to spend the 
night giggling, telling stories and watching DVDs (remember those?). No smartphones to distract us 
and the night was destined to be fun. 

Kelly had an eight-year-old brother who… still wore diapers and she thought it would be good fun for 
us all to wear one each. Looking back, I now understand why thirteen-year-old girls look and sound 
so silly and even brainless. We were just like that. So… each of us took turns in the ensuite bathroom 
to put on a diaper and then come out to show off how skinny we were and could still fit into one. To 
be fair, we were all skinny and so the diaper fitted with relative ease. 

You would expect that we would just keep them on for a few minutes and then take them off but 
Kelly insisted that we keep the diapers on until we couldn’t hold our pee any more. Alcohol was not 
available and her house was completely booze-free anyhow, but there were a lot of cans of cola and 
other drinks and we were free to drink as much as we wanted. It was 7 pm and we were all diapered, 
making a lot of noise and Kelly’s parents were downstairs trying their best to ignore the noise and 
inanity. The competition was to drink as much as we could and to see who failed first. Who would be 
the first to wet their diaper? 

I’ve heard since of similar parties, but mostly drunk college students, but we were dumb young teen 
girls who still slept with teddy bears. 

Giggling and laughing led to the first wet diaper only an hour later and we all screamed with 
laughter. Within three hours there were only two of us left in diapers – Kelly and myself. I was 
bursting and I eventually flooded my diaper and we all screamed in laughter once again.  

It was a silly childish experience that we forgot about in the days that followed. But I didn’t forget. 
The experience very much stayed with me. From the moment I put on my diaper, I felt odd. I felt 
strange and it was all very, very familiar. I was back as a four-year-old waking up in the morning to a 
wet diaper. I felt safe. I felt comfortable and I felt ‘right’.  I didn’t understand any of those feelings 
other than that I wanted them back again. The real reason I was almost the last to wet my diaper 
was because I didn’t want to take it off and wetting it meant it had to come off lest I reveal my 
sudden attraction to diapers. 

By the time we all fell asleep sometime after midnight, there were five wet diapers in bags in the 
ensuite and one that was still dry from Kelly – the winner. 

When I went home the next morning, I stole the dry one and took it home with me. It was a risky 
move, but later that day – a Sunday – I put it back on again and staying in my room, I eventually wet 
it again and not having to hide from my friends, I smiled and grinned at the new experiences I was 
having. I was wearing a diaper again, wetting it and it made perfect sense to me. 



At my age and circumstances, the chances of getting other diapers were close to nil. In my book, I 
wrote my main character as having a diaper-wearing, AB brother. I only wished that had been true 
for me as I could have shared diapers that way. But It was four years later before I was to wear 
another diaper again. 

I don’t describe myself as an Adult Baby or even really a Diaper Lover. Those terms are a bit too 
strong for me. On occasions, I wear diapers and enjoy them. They are sneaky, comfy, kinky, 
delightful and naughty. I’ve tried an adult pacifier and found it a bit odd and not really for me. The 
sensation was too sexual for me when what I was really wanting was comfort and a regressive sense 
of calm. 

But I was hooked into the concept of adult babies. I know that for most people, adult babies seem 
weird, freaky and worse, but for me, they make perfect sense and part of me… wants one for myself. 
Not to be one, but to be with one. 

Did that surprise you? Well, it surprised me as well. 

I didn’t date much in my teens - just the occasional going out in a group of friends and a kiss and 
occasional grope.  

When I was twenty-one, I dated an actual adult baby. It was one of those serendipitous experiences 
that life occasionally throws up. We dated like normal people for a few months, enjoying each 
other’s company. I hadn’t worn a diaper in a few years and then the expected thing happened, and 
we had sexual intercourse. Not real news, but when I woke up the morning I went to the bathroom 
and I saw the wrapper for a packet of adult diapers in the bin. No one else would have spotted it, but 
I had an identical packet in my own apartment that I hadn’t used in a long time. 

My boyfriend wore diapers! 

I look like I am a very classy and demure young woman, but I can also be very blunt and so I asked 
him if he wore diapers while stating that I was ‘very fine’ with it, if he did. After a difficult 
conversation, he admitted he did and over the next few weeks, he revealed his AB side to me. I saw 
him in diapers, saw his pacifier and even his plastic sheet returned to his bed. He admitted that his 
reluctance in having me sleepover was that his bedwetting was still a once-a-month experience, 
dipers or not. That actually endeared him all the more to me 

It was fun for a while and I even changed his wet diapers a handful of times. I never admitted my 
own slight interest in diapers as I still didn’t know how I truly felt about it. 

The relationship flamed out a few months later as they often do and I met another very exciting 
young man (not AB) shortly after on the rebound and about six months later we were married. 

It was a fiasco. 

Great sex, but not much else. I wanted to wear an exquisite gown, go to a classy restaurants and 
attend the theatre. He wanted to go to the pub in shorts and a tshirt. I had a degree in literature and 
he barely made it through highschool. 

We split after nine months and divorced as soon as possible. 

Every now and then I would wear a diaper, wet it and feel good about myself, but adult babies still 
fascinated me. 



I dated two other adult babies over the next ten years, and they were both fabulous and er… not. A 
relationship needs a lot more than just an exciting aspect such as wearing diapers and being a baby. 
But the last guy I dated was something very spectacular. He was separated from his wife and was a 
sissy baby. He wore diapers 24/7 and in the privacy of his own apartment, wore baby girl’s clothing 
and other girl’s accessories. It was spectacular to me because it opened something else inside me – 
the maternal drive. 

I had just turned 30 and the maternal drive had suddenly burst upon me. I changed his diapers and I 
even fed him baby formula bottles. I cuddled him in bed and I was in so many ways… 

His mommy. 

This was all very new and very powerful to me. Being a mommy to an adult baby was incredible. It 
was changing me on the inside and I felt like I had found something I very much wanted. The inner 
need I had felt since I was thirteen now had an answer. I thought at first that perhaps I was an adult 
baby after all but instead, while my interest in diapers was small, my interest in mothering an adult 
baby was very high. 

Unfortunately, the man/baby that I was beginning to parent left and returned to his wife. How that 
worked out I don’t know because I was devastated by finding not only a man but a baby that met my 
needs. And then he just left. 

I knew what I wanted but finding an adult baby that was compatible was always going to be a huge 
challenge, especially since I wanted a sissy baby as well. Most women will tell you they want a baby 
girl even if they say ‘I just want them to be healthy’. I wanted a baby girl too, but an adult baby girl. 

I looked around, but I am not social media savvy and while I had accounts at various AB sites, I was a 
lurker and didn’t post. I wanted to see and hear and find my feet for what I now knew I wanted. 

My frustrations boiled over and after contacting Rosalie Bent who was an actual mother to an AB, 
she convinced me to write a book that might reflect a story of how I wished my life to be. When I 
wrote “The Book Club Baby” I was expressing my frustrations and my hopes and the idea of having a 
fulltime, live-in sissy baby just enthralled me. 

I don’t actually want a sissy baby that is fulltime like in my book. I want a real man as well as a baby. 
I want the best of both worlds. 

One of my close friends does, in fact, know what I want and we’ve talked about it a lot. She thinks I 
am a bit crazy, but is still happy to support me. I only wish I had a big group of friends like in my 
book! 

Because I am real and serious about this, I stay away from internet sites because they overwhelm 
me. But only three months ago I did meet an Adult Baby who is thankfully, not married and is 
educated and kind and wears diapers as much as possible as well as… tada!!! baby girl’s clothes. 

We started dating and it was long distance because he is interstate. He is kind and when he 
regresses to a baby he/she is a wondrous delight. When I change and feed him, it isn’t sexual, but 
wonderfully fulfilling as a mommy. It was oh so perfect… 

Then CODID19 struck. We haven’t met now for over two months and while we talk almost every day, 
I look forward to meeting again. 

Will it lead to a longterm relationship? Will our mother/baby relationship work properly? I don’t 
know, but I have great hopes for it.  



Fourth time lucky? I hope so. 

But over this time, I have decided to wear diapers more, not so much for my own needs, but to 
remind myself that I am a mommy that likes to care for her baby and if the only diapers I can change 
at the moment are my own, then so be it. 

And I am writing again.  I tend to write for a bit then stop. Maybe I should spend some of this time 
writing in case when my baby and I get back together I don’t have the time! 

Madeline  

 


